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439 She was Being Unreasonable 

Fang Su Jin narrowed her eyes as she watched Zhang Yi Hai talking to a few of his friends. Then, she 

shifted her eyes to her father and scoffed silently. 

Although Zhang Yi Hai had once explained that he was never interested in the girls in his class, Fang Su 

Jin still felt uncomfortable seeing her boyfriend and that Ji Xin Xin together. Moreover, she seemed to 

know that Ji Xin Xin liked Zhang Yi Hai. 

Fang Su Jin wanted to throw a tantrum, but it was not suitable for her to do anything with her parents 

around. 

She had thought that her parents would leave after exchanging a few polite words with Zhang Yi Hai. 

Who would have thought that her father had another idea? 

She knew that her father liked Zhang Yi Hai very much. However, she did not think that her father would 

be inviting Zhang Yi Hai to join them for a meal. 

And that Zhang Yi Hai... he had quickly agreed without giving it a second thought. 

Fang Su Jin was still angry. She was not in the mood to look at her boyfriend at this moment. However, 

she now has to see him and spend a few hours around him for a meal. 

After speaking with his friends for a while, Zhang Yi Hai finally returned to the Fang family’s side. He 

glanced at Fang Su Jin, but still could not understand the reason her mood seemed a little wrong. 

..... 

Zhang Yi Hai recalled that his sister would too react strangely whenever she was on her period. Then, 

Fang Su Jin... 

“Zhang Yi Hai, is it really alright for you to join us?” Father Fang asked when he saw Zhang Yi Hai 

approaching. “If you are busy...” 

“Uncle, it’s alright. After all, it was rare for you and Auntie to come to Capital City. Since I am familiar 

with this city, it was right for me to accompany you for a bit.” 

Mother Fang’s gaze softened. “You are too kind.” She looked at her husband and sighed. Mother Fang 

was aware of how much her husband liked chatting with Zhang Yi Hai. 

Previously, she had heard her husband complimenting Zhang Yi Hai a few times. 

“Auntie, don’t mention it.” He glanced at Fang Su Jin again. “Sister Fang and my sister have been friends 

for years. I had already considered you as my family.” 

The Fang couple was very happy to hear Zhang Yi Hai’s words. They watched both Zhang Li Xue and 

Zhang Yi Hai grow up under their eyes. They had already considered the Zhang siblings as their own 

children. 

Meanwhile, Fang Su Jin continued to eye her boyfriend unhappily. 



It was too easy for him to win her parents’ hearts, wasn’t it? 

“Then, come on. Let’s go to that restaurant first,” Father Fang spoke. “I already booked a private room. ” 

Father Fang let Mother Fang hold his arms. 

Then, the two of them walked together, heading to the restaurant which was not too far from the 

restaurant where Zhang Yi Hai and his friends had gathered earlier. 

Seeing that the Fang couple had walked away, Zhang Yi Hai shifted his gaze to his girlfriend. However, 

just as their gaze met, Fang Su Jin quickly looked away from him. 

Zhang Yi Hai was stunned momentarily. 

He wanted to hold his girlfriend’s hand and ask her what happened. But, he quickly realized that his 

friends were still around and he could not reveal his relationship with Fang Su Jin. 

Fang Su Jin picked up her pace as she chased after her parents. 

Seeing this, Zhang Yi Hai heaved a helpless sigh before he went after his girlfriend. Fortunately, with his 

long legs, it was not that hard for him to pick up his pace. 

Once they were farther enough from his classmates, Zhang Yi Hai then asked in a low voice, “Su Jin, 

what is going on?” 

Fang Su Jin stared at Zhang Yi Hai in surprise. Then, she swept her gaze around and finally heaved in 

relief upon noticing that her parents were far enough to hear Zhang Yi Hai’s words. 

If her parents heard that Zhang Yi Hai had called her ‘Su Jin’, they would both be in trouble. 

Fang Su Jin was not prepared to tell anyone that she was in a relationship with this young man. 

“You...” Her brow furrowed as she turned to Zhang Yi Hai again. “Zhang Yi Hai, you are really quick to 

change ‘Sister Fang’ to ‘Su Jin’. Are you trying to get me into trouble?” 

Zhang Yi Hai heaved a breath in relief as Fang Su Jin spoke to him. Just now, he was worried that his 

girlfriend was going to ignore him and he would not know the reason she had kept her silence around 

him. 

“Your parents are far enough to hear us talk,” Zhang Yi Hai said. 

Fang Su Jin stared at him for a few seconds before she looked away in anger. 

“Su Jin, are you angry?” Zhang Yi Hai frowned when his girlfriend did not give him an answer. “Did I do 

anything to upset you?” 

Zhang Yi Hai was anxious. He did not know how he should coax his girlfriend if she was angry with him. 

If it was his sister, he could buy a box of chicken wings. After eating her favorite food, his sister would no 

longer be angry at him. 

But Fang Su Jin was different. He knew that buying her chicken wings would not help him in any 

situation. 



Fang Su Jin continued to lower her head and pretended that the young man beside her was not there. 

Actually, she also knew that she was being unreasonable. 

She should not be angry at Zhang Yi Hai just because she saw him talking to some girls. 

But Ji Xin Xin was different. From the first time she saw Ji Xin Xin, Fang Su Jin could already tell that the 

girl fancied Zhang Yi Hai, even though she had tried to hide her feelings. 

Fang Su Jin did not like that someone was eyeing her boyfriend. It was making her heart feel 

uncomfortable. 

Plus, Fang Su Jin was still feeling insecure about her age gap with Zhang Yi Hai. 

Was it wrong for her to feel this way? 

Was it wrong if she refused to talk to Zhang Yi Hai for a bit? 

 


